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Thispaper presents a simplified model for digital simulation of a SCR voltage-controlled induction motor for
bothfour-wireand three-wire star connections. This model utilizes the two phase time-invariant representation
ofinductionmachine with respect to orthogonal stationary axes. Comparison is made between transient and
steadystate behaviors both when the neutral wire is connected and when it is disconnected.

~ Rr Stator and rotor phase resistance respectively.
~Lr M Apparent three phase stator, rotor, and

mutual inductance respectively.
SuffIxesindicating stator and rotor quantities
respectively.

~P,0 SuffIxes indicating quadrature axes, direct
axes, and zero sequence quantities
respectivelY·

8r Rotor mechanical angular velocity.
TO).T~ T~ Ele.ctri~ lQ<\..~an-d.d.t.~ t...Q.1:.~e..1:.e..l;,.~~IR.,

Tx Tl\'ft\bt~~'f..
TxF Logical trigger signal for Tx.
TxC Logical conduct signal for Tx.
VxF Logical forward bias signal for Tx.
I Logical direction indicator for current i.
H Logical absolute magnitude indicator for i.
d A bar under a variable indicates the use of

the matrix notation.
A bar above logical variable indicates the
logical inverse "NOT(H)".

SCR voltagecontrollers are increasingly used to control
thespeedof three phase induction motor, especially with
variabletorque loads such as fans [1-3]. They are also
usedtoachievesoft starting for cage induction motors [3].
A typical thyristor controller for three phase star
connectedinduction motor is shown in Figure (1).
In the absence of a neutral connection (three-wire

system),at least two thyristors must conduct
simulJaneouslyto allow current to flow through the load.

The associated gate-contrDl circuit must be capabJe of
triggering at the same instant two thyristors, one in each
of two phases. If short duration pulses are employed, each
thyristor requires two pulses in each cycle, displaced by
60° to various thyristors in the same sequence as that of
the supply voltage. On the other band, if the star point of
the induction motor stator windings is connected to the
supply star point (four-wire system), each thyristor is fIred
once in each cycle and it is posstble for the current to
flow through an individual phase with the return path
provided by the neutral. In this case the gate-control
circuit provides six isolated pulses, one for each thyristor
witba phase angle of60° between two consecutive pulses {2].

Several authors have produced analyses and models to
predict tbe behavior of SCR voltage controlled induction
motors in the absence of the neutral connection. Lipo {4]
used the symmetry of the controller to produce an
analytical solution in closed form to give the steady state
response of the SCR voltage controlled induction motor.
Other workers [5, 6] use model analysis to determine the
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circuit configuration when zero, one, two, or three
thyristors are conducting.

Different differential equations and different model
structure are required for each mode. This creates further
complexity in the resultant computer programs.
. This paper presents a simplified model for simulation of
a SCR voltage controlled induction motor when the
neutral wire is connected and when it is disconnected. The
model utilizes the two phase time-invariant representation
of an induction machine with respect to orthogonal
stationary axes [7]. This model has been programmed and
results are compared with those from previous work [5, 6].
A comparison between system behaviors with and without
neutral wire is made. Harmonic analysis for steady state
torque, phase current, and phase voltage are carried out
for both cases. The effect of changing the thyristors fIring
angle on the induction motor speed in both cases is
investigated.

The study of the transient performance of three phase
induction motors and their behavior on non-sinusoidal
supplies is facilitated by transformation of the machine
variables to a stationary reference frame (d-q-o). This
transformation eliminates the rotor angle depend~nt terms
from the induction machine differential equations. The
resultant equations describing the behavior of the
induction machine may be expressed as [7]:

where

V = [ Vqs Vds Vos Vqr Vdrr
and for cage rotor

y = [ Vqs Vds Vos 0 0 r
i = [iqs ids ios iqr idr r

Rs 0 0 0 0

0 Rs 0 0 0

R 0 0 Rs 0 0

0 -6 M 0 Rr -6rLrr

6rM 0 0 6rLr Rr

Ls 0 0 M 0

0 Ls 0 0 M

L '" 0 0 Los 0 0

M 0 0 Lr 0

0 M 0 0 Lr

L = Ls - Mos

And the relationship between stator (d-q-o) tern
real stator variables is given by:

VR Vqs

Vs =-C Vds ,

VT VSIJ

-1/2 -.;3/2 1

-1/2 .;3/2 1



-Lr/D 0 0 MID 0

0 -Lr/D 0 0 MID

rl: 0 0 l/Los 0 0

MID 0 0 -Ls/D 0

0 M/D 0 0 -LslD

D = M2 - Ls Lr

~uationof motion is given by:

Jp6r + Td + TL = Te

ie, p 6r = (Te - TL - Td)/J (5)

Equations(4) and (5) completely define the dynamic
model for any transient analysis. These equations can be
rearrangedin state space format:

Equation(6) are non-linear equations, so that numerical
iDlegraliontechniques are required to predict the system
IICrfonnance.For each integration step, motor phase
IOIlages(YR' Vs> and VT) can be determined according
toconductingstate of the thyristors as follows:

i waco either thyristor in a phase is connected to the
supply and its voltage will be equal to the
correspondingsupply voltage.

ii. Whenneither thyristor in a phase is conducting, that
phaseis open circuited and the open circuit e.mJ.
Vphase oc appears across the winding.

Tocalculatethe open circuit e.mJ. which appears across
my phase, one of the following three cases may be
OOIISidered:

Case 1- All phases are open circuited simultaneously:

iR = ~ = i.r = 0, and consequently iqs = ids = i05 = 0,

ie, Xl = Xz = ~ = 0, and pXI = pX2 = p"t; = o.

vqs = Mx4Xs - (R~/Lr)~

Vds = -~Xs - (~/Lr)x4

V05=O

Substitution into equation (2) gives,

VRoc = Vqs

VSoc = (- Vqs -13 V~/2

VToe = (- Vqs + 13 V~/2

(703)

(7.b)

(7.c)

Case 2- Two phases are open circuited simultaneously:
(a) With phases S and T opened

Substitution into equation (3) gives, iqs = ~ and ~ = 0,
i.e., Xl= 2"t;, and ~ = 0, and consequently pXI= 2p"t;. and
p~=O.

Substitution into equations (6) gives,

Vqs = (L05~L~l·L05~+L05~Xs

- 2RsD"t;-2DV A)/(L05~-2D)

Vqs = (2VA-VSoc-VTOC>/3,

Vds = (VToe-vSoJ/I3, and

V05 = (VA + VSoc + VTOC>/3.

VSoc = VA-(3Vqs+l3v~/2

VToe = VA-(3V qs-l3v ~/2

(8.a)

(8.b)

(b) With phases R and T open circuited V Roc and VToe
are found to be:

VRoc = VB+(3Vqs+l3v~/2

VToe = vB+l3vds

(8.c)

(8.d)



Vqs {LosL~sXl +(Los-3D/2Lr)(M2"2Xs-R~x3

+ L~Xs) + ~D"6-(v'3D/2Ly)~ + ~

+ M2X1Xs)+ DVB}/(L06Lr-2D)

Vds = 13 vqs+ (13 /Lr) (M2"2Xs-R~ + L~4Xs)

-(l/Lr)~ + L~3Xs + M2X1Xs)

(c) With phases R and S open circuited, the open circuit
e.m.fs are,

VRoc = Vc+(3Vqs-v'3V~/2

VSee = Vc:v'3 Vds

(8.e)

(8.f)

Vqs = {L06L~~l +(L06-3D/2Lr)(M2"2Xs-R~

+ L~Xs)-~D"6 + (v'3D/2Lr)~ + L~Xs

+ M2x1Xs)+ DV d/(L06Lr-2D)

Vds = -13 Vqs+(v'3 jLr)(M2"2Xs-R~+L~4Xs)

-(ljLr)~ + ~Xs + M2XtXs)

~ase 3- One phase only is open circuited:
(a) With phase R open circuited

VRoc {(3LoJ(RsLr"1 + M2"2Xs-R~ + L~4Xs)-

3RsD"6-(L06Lr+D)V A}/(2L06Lr-D) (9.a)

VSee = {(3L~2)(R~-~Yl·M2xrs-L~Xsl

+(3v'-3 Los/2)(RrMI
R~r"2 + M2X1Xs+ L~Xs)

-3~D"6-(L~r-D)V B}/(2L~-D)

VToc = {(3L~2)~-~-M2xrs-LyMx.Xs)

-(313 LosI2)~-~r"2+M2XIXs+L

-3RsD"6-(L06Lr-D)V d/(2L~-D) (I

The fact that there is no neutral connection means tht

1. No zero sequence current can flow (i06 = 0),
i.e., "6 = 0 (m,

2. The sum of motor phase voltages equals zero,
i.e., VR+ VS+ VT = 0 and consequently V0&=0 (11)

Therefore the system state space variables X can~
reduced to five states only by eliminating ltt;.

X = [iqs ids iqr idr err

and the system differential equations will be the same II

equations (6) but with V06 = o.
Substitution from equation (11) into equation (2) ~

(12.a)

(U.b)

(Ue)

Vqs = (2VRn + VSu + VTJ/3

Vds = (VTn-VSn)/v'3

Von = (VRn + VSu + VTJ/3

(13.1)

(l3.b)

(l3.c)



Fir eachintegration step the voltages VRn' VSn' and
fT. canbe determined according to the conducting state
~Ihethyristorsas follows:

i Wheneither thyristor in each phase is conducting (all
threephases are connected to the supply) then,

i Whenall thyristors are non-conducting (all three
phasesare open circuited) or when two phases are
opencircuitedno current will flow through the motor
and the open circuit e.m.fs. appear across the
windings.The value of these e.m.fs. are the same as
thosegivenin equations (7-a) , (7-b), and (7-c).

ill.Whenneither thyristor in a phase is conducting while
theother two phases are connected to the supply,
then:

(a) If phase R is opened while phases S and T are
connectedto the supply, then iR = 0, and therefore
iqs=O, Le. Xl=0, and consequently pXI=0.
Substitution into equation (6) gives,

(15-b)

(15-c)

where VAR is the voltage across the blocking
thyristors. It can be easily shown that,

(b) If phase S is opened while phase R and T are
connected to the supply, then

vSoc = {13 (R~4 +M2XlXs+ L~Xs)

+ R~-M2"2X:s-L~4Xs} /(2Lr) (16-a)

(l6-b)

(16<)

(16-d)

(c) If phase T is opened while phases R and S are
connected to the supply, then

VToc = {-13 <RrMx.. +M2X1Xs +L~

+ R~-M2"2X:s-L~Xs} /(2Lr) (17-a)

(17-b)

(17-c)

(17-<1)

Any thyristor is conducting if its gate is excited and it is
forward based or if it is already conducting and its current
is in the forward direction and greater than its bolding
current.

In boolean terms:

TIC", TIF. VIF + T1C.IR.HR

T2C '" T2F.VIF +T2C.IR.HR
T3C = T3F. V3F + T3C.IS.HS

T4C '" T4F.V3F +T4C.IS.HS
T5C '" T5F. V5F + T5C.IT.HT

T6C '" T6F.V5F +T6C.IT.HT

(l8-a)

(l8-b)
(18-e)

(18-<1)
(18-e)

(18-£)

From Figure (1) for the case of four wire induction
motor and from equations (15-d), (16-e), and (17-e) for
the case of three wire induction motor, it can be seen
that:

1. VIF is true if VA is greater than VRoc'

2. V3F is true if VB is greater than VSoc'
3. V5F is true if Vc is greater than VTOC'



Figure (2) shows the simplified flow-chart for the
computer simulation program of a SCR voltage controlled
induction motor. The program was written in Pascal and
used a fourth order Runge-kutta integration algorithm
with nominal fixed step. Additional iterations were used to
determine accurately the instant at which thyristors are
fired and extinguished. The thyristors were triggered with
a firing angle measured from the instant of voltage zero
of the respective phases. Both program input data and
output resmts were 'm ~r UUltvcUues.The 'Qrowam'm'Qut
data were machine parameters, supply voltage, supply
frequency, thyristors firing angel and the integration step.
The program output comprises the motor speed, torque,
currents, phase voltages and line voltages.

In order to verify the developed computer program, the
motor parameters and operating conditions used were the
same as those quoted in [5J: viz.

10 hp, 4 pole, 60 Hz, 230 V, 26.2 A, star connected
squirrel cage induction motor.
Base voltage Vbase = 187.8
Base current Ibase = 37.05 A
Base impedance ~ase = 5.075 ohm
Base torque Tbase = 5537 Nm
Base time tbase = 2.653 ms
Thyristors firing angle = 700

Load torque TL = 0.05+ 0.96r p.u. (19)

Figure (3-a) shows the simulated torque and speed
pattern when the neutral wire is disconnected (three-wire).
The steady state speed of the motor in this case was found
to be 0.932 p.u. Figures (3-b) and (3-c) show the
simulated phase current and phase voltage patterns at the
same operating point. These results are practically
identical to those given in [5, 6J.

Figures (4-a) , (4-b), and (4-c) show the simulated
torque, speed, phase current, and phase voltage patterns
when the neutral wire is connected assuming the same
load torque. Thyristors firing angle is chosen to be 88.20

so that the steady state speed of the motor will be 0.932
p.u. as in the previous case.

Comparison between transient responses with and
without neutral wire Figures (4-a) and (3-a) show that
when the neutral wire is connected (four-wire) the system
is more damped and the magnitude of torque pulsations
is reduced. By applying furrier analysis to the simulated
wave forms Figures (3) and (4), the amplitude of

harmonic components for steady state torque,
current, and phase voltage were calculated when
wire is connected and when it is disconnected. The
are summarized in Table (1). Fourier analysisshOW!
the current in the four-wire case has a substantial'
harmonic component due to the neutral connection
permits the flow of third harmonic current. Comparilll
results in Table (1) shows that:
1. In the four-wire case, where third harmonic isp

the fifth and the seventh harmonics currents aregr
reduced.

1. The uonimant \~) narmomc compontn/ Ii
torque in the fourth-wire case is about50%Ita
that in the three wire case. This resul\.~~ ~
since the sixth harmonic torque is developedfrom
interaction between the magnetizing current and
fifth and seventh harmonic currents.

3. The current harmonic distortion [Cl:I20)1/Iln=~
... J is found to be:
H.D. = 0.176 for the three-wire case,
H.D. = 0.468 for the four-wire case,
which means that the current in the three-wirecase'
less distorted than that in the four-wire case,

The torque-slip curves for the SCR voltage contr
induction motor at different thyristors firing angles
given in Figures (5-a) and (5-b) when the neutral wirei
disconnected and when it is connected respectively.Frlll

these curves and for the load torque given by equa1¥l
(19), the relation between the thyristors firing angle« aDIl
the motor speed can be obtained FlguTe (6).

An efftcient method of predicting the performancecj
SCR voltage controlled star connected induction mol<X
with and without neutral wire has been demonstrated.~
method produces stator phase information directlyand
does not require matrix inversion at each computational
interval. No mode changes are required. This makesthe
resultant digital computer program relatively simpleand
reduces the c.P.V. time. The simulated results showthai
the four wire system is more damped and has IesI
harmonic torque components that the three-wire system,
However, the four-wire system has a substantial third
harmonic current which is a disadvantage as it increases
the motor losses and increases the harmonic distortionof
the current.

By choosing the appropriate thyristors firing angles,the
proposed model (the four-wire case) can be used b
simulation of other types of phase controlled induction
motors, as the phase-amplitude modulation controlled
induction motors [3].
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Figure 5-b. Torque/Slip for four-wire case.
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Harmonic No. Torque Current Phase Voltage
3-wire 4-wire 3-wire 4-wire 3-wire 4-wire

0 0.8363 0.8370 OOסס.0 OOסס.0 OOסס.0 0.0

1 OOסס.0 OOסס.0 0.1559 0.1559 0.7841 0.7849

3 OOסס.0 OOסס.0 OOסס.0 0.7215 0.1112 0.2159

5 OOסס.0 OOסס.0 0.2428 0.0145 0.2984 0.1025

6 0.0658 0.0323 OOסס.0 OOסס.0 OOסס.0 OOסס.0

7 OOסס.0 OOסס.0 0.1291 0.0872 0.1742 0.0152

9 OOסס.0 OOסס.0 OOסס.0 0.0742 0.1084 0.0824

12 0.0113 0.0046 OOסס.0 OOסס.0 OOסס.0 O.£XX)()


